**DIRECTIONS FOR USE:**

**Correct Medication Labeling System**

Pat. # US 6,955,002 B2; 7,381,288; D538,851; D542,415

1. **WRITE IN APPROPRIATE INFORMATION USING A PERMANENT MARKER**

2. **ADHERE LABEL ONTO SYRINGE**

3. **PEEL PAPER BACKING HALFWAY BACK. ADHERE LABEL TO FLAG SURFACE. USE PRE-PRINTED OR MARK ON LABELS.**

4. **PEEL PAPER BACKING OFF TO EXPOSE ADHESIVE. COLORED SYRINGE LABELS WILL COME OFF WITH BACKING.**

5. **ADHERE FLAG TO OUTSIDE OF CUP. OPTIONAL: REMOVE ADHESIVE BACKING FROM BOTTOM OF CUP AND THEN ADHERE TO A SURFACE.**

6. **PEEL OFF SYRINGE LABEL. ADHERE CORRESPONDING COLORED LABEL TO SYRINGE BARREL.**

7. **SET SPECIMEN STRIP AND MARKING PEN ON BACK TABLE.**

8. **PLACE SPECIMEN ON SQUARE. WRITE SPECIMEN NAME DIRECTLY ON PAD. USING PERMANENT INK.**

**REMEMBER TO TAKE A TIME OUT.**

**OPTIONAL: IDENTIFY LEFT OR RIGHT. USE NUMBERS OR LETTERS TO COUNT SPECIMENS.**

---

**Ansell Sandel Medical Solutions LLC**

9301 Oakdale Avenue Suite 300, Chatsworth, CA 91311

818-534-2500 www.sandelmedical.com

---

**STERILE**

Strip 1 by 30 cm. Reuse. Do not repackage. Do not resterilize.